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Abstract

We address the challenge of how to share the limited wireless channel capacity
for the exchange of safety-related information in a fully deployed vehicular ad
hoc network (VANET). In particular, we study the situation that arises when the
number of nodes sending periodic safety messages is too high in a specific area.
In order to achieve a good performance of safety-related protocols, we propose to
limit the load sent to the channel using a strict fairness criterion among the nodes.
A formal definition of this problem is presented in terms of a max-min optimization
problem with an extra condition of per-node maximality. Furthermore, we propose
FPAV, a power control algorithm which finds the optimum transmission range of
every node, and formally prove its validity under idealistic conditions. Simulations
are performed to visualize the result of FPAV in a couple of road situations. Finally,
we discuss the issues that must be taken into account when implementing FPAV.

1 Introduction
We have witnessed a wide spread of mobile technologies during the last decade. Their
rapid evolution and cost reduction have made them to be considered as a suitable solu-
tion for a wide spectrum of applications. Recently, the promises of wireless commu-
nications to support vehicular safety applications have led to several research projects
around the world: the Vehicle Safety Communications Consortium (USA) [1] develop-
ing the DSRC technology [2], the Internet ITS Consortium [3] (Japan), the PReVENT
project [4] (Europe) or the ‘Network on Wheels’ project (Germany) [5], to name a few.
All these projects have as a main goal to improve safety in vehicular environments
by the use of wireless communications, but also consider transport efficiency, comfort
and environment. The results achieved so far by the various projects together with the
efforts of car manufacturers and standardization bodies, e.g., [6], invite to optimism.
Although many problems are not yet solved, the general feeling is that vehicles could
benefit from spontaneous wireless communications in a near future, making VANETs
(Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks) a reality.
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In this paper we analyze a problem arising in VANETs with high vehicle densi-
ties. In this context, it is likely that the limited capacity of the control channel used
to exchange safety-related information is not enough to support the safety-related load
generated by a large number of vehicles, unless the offered load is carefully controlled.
More specifically, in this paper we consider a fairness problem that arises in situa-
tions in which vehicles send periodic beacon messages to inform other vehicles in the
surrounding of their current state (velocity, direction, and so on) in order to improve
safety conditions. The motivations for studying this problem are thoroughly discussed
in Section 2. After presenting our fairness problem and formally defining it in terms of
a max-min optimization problem with an extra condition on per-node maximality, we
propose an approach to solve this problem based on power control, and we provide an
optimal algorithm, called FPAV (Fair Power Adjustment for Vehicular environments)
– see Section 3. We then verify the validity of our approach by simulation. The re-
sults show FPAV’s fairness and effectivness in confining the network load generated
by the beaconing activity below a certain desired threshold (Section 4). In Section 5
we discuss the issues that must be dealt with when bringing FPAV into a real scenario.
Section 6 presents some related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Motivation for fair power adjustment

In a VANET every vehicle will be able to send and receive data packets into/from a
shared medium. One of the decisions already taken in the USA (FCC ruling report [7])
is that the frequency spectrum will be divided in 7 different channels, 1 control channel
and 6 service channels. The control channel will be utilized for the exchange of safety
messages, and will contain few service messages, e.g., announcing services, if feasible.
Therefore, all vehicles will have to monitor the control channel often enough to receive
all safety related information so that the safety applications achieve their goal.

In this paper, we are concerned with the utilization of the control channel. In par-
ticular, we assume that two types of safety messages circulate in the control channel
and classify them depending on how they are generated: event driven and periodic.
The first ones are the result of the detection of an unsafe situation, e.g., a car crash,
the proximity of vehicles at high speed, etc. Periodic messages instead can be seen as
preventive messages in terms of safety, and their information can also be used by other
(non-safety) applications (e.g., traffic monitoring) or protocols (e.g., routing). Periodic
message exchange (also called beaconing in the following) is needed to make vehi-
cles aware of their environment. Thus, they will be able to avoid emergency or unsafe
situations even before they appear.

We assume, therefore, that beacon messages essentially contain the state of the
sending vehicle, i.e., position, direction, speed, etc., and also aggregated data regard-
ing the state of their neighbors. It is reasonable to assume that these periodic messages
will be sent in a broadcast fashion since the messages’ content can be benefitial for all
vehicles around. Finally, it is our strong belief that the amount of load resulting from
beaconing should be limited, i.e., the medium should not be working permanently near
the maximum load limit. This is because it is desirable to leave some bandwidth avail-
able to handle unexpected emergency situations with a reasonable reliability. Emer-
gency packets should be able to access the control channel with short delay, and they
should have low probability of collision even when targeting large areas, i.e., when
being transmitted with high power.
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In the context described above, a fundamental design decision is to choose a strat-
egy for sending the periodic safety messages. We assume that some communication
parameters (e.g., transmission range, packet generation rate) can be appropriately set
depending on the situation and/or the vehicles’ state. An example of such strategy
could be to increase the transmission power of beacons depending on the vehicle’s
speed. Therefore, we expect different transmission power requirements among the
nodes.

When VANETs are fully deployed, they might encounter situations where the tech-
nology limitations become a challenge. Scenarios with high vehicle densities can be
easily found in real life, e.g., highways at the entrance of big cities or a traffic jam due
to a temporal working area. Due to a large number of vehicles sharing the medium,
it is not clear whether the channel capacity is sufficient in these scenarios to support
the data load generated by beaconing while at the same time leaving enough available
bandwidth for event-driven safety messages.

Now, let us consider the following assumptions: a) the lower layer technology used
in VANETs will be a variant of IEEE 802.11a technology [2] and b) there will be
only one control channel, 10MHz wide [7], for the exchange of both types of safety
messages. Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA),
i.e., 802.11 Link Layer protocol, is a totally asynchronous approach. Although it is
widely used in commercial applications, it is known for not being able to manage the
medium resources very efficiently, especially in case of broadcast messages. Then, a
10MHz channel can offer half the data-rates of 802.11a, and lower rates are preferred
because of their robustness to noise and interference. With such configuration, we
conducted a simulation work [8] where broadcast reception rates were evaluated. For
instance, we observed that in a scenario with a high node’s density and an offered load
to the channel (2.56 Mbps) lower than half of the channel’s ideal capacity (6Mbps),
the probability that a node receives a broadcast message at the edge of the intended
communication range1 drops below 40%. Basically, the main reason for such low
reception rates is the well-known hidden terminal problem (see Figure 1) 2 . Hidden
nodes have a severe impact on these scenarios, since no channel reservation process is
performed in the targeted area when sending a broadcast packet.

Therefore, we are concerned with situations where the overall load generated by
beaconing is too high, i.e., packet collisions are too high, and thus the information
obtained by a node cannot be updated frequently enough to prevent possible emergency
situations in a vehicle’s surrounding. To avoid such situations, we need to design a
congestion control mechanism which is able to keep the periodic messages’ load under
the aforementioned maximum load in all points of the network. This threshold, called
MaxBeaconingLoad (MBL) in the following, represents a limit where safety protocols
can achieve a reasonable performance. Since MBL represents a network load threshold
it is measured in Mbps, however, if we assume a fixed packet generation rate, it might
be equivalently measured as maximum number of cars whose CS range cover a specific
point in the network, when appropriate.

We propose to adjust the transmission range of all nodes using power control in or-
der to keep the load in the medium below a certain threshold. We are aware that before
decreasing the transmission power of safety messages other steps should be taken, for
example, implementing an admission control mechanism to drop all non-safety related

1The intended Communication, or Transmission, Range is the distance up to where a transmission would
be received successfully in ideal conditions and in the absence of any interference.

2The Carrier Sense range, in ideal conditions, is the distance to which a node’s transmissions can be
sensed, or in other words, the distance to which a node can interfere with other transmissions.
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Figure 1: Hidden Terminal Problem: In a CSMA/CA scenario, node B is inside the
Communication Range of A and node C is placed outside of the Carrier Sense range
(CS) of A, i.e., C can not sense ongoing transmissions from A. In that case, the hidden
terminal problem occurs when B can not receive a message from A because it collides
with one from C.

packets before being sent to the control channel, or minimizing the packet generation
rate. Although these strategies can also be utilized as a first step, there will be situations
where decreasing the transmission range of certain nodes is necessary. By adjusting the
transmission range once the packet generation rate is fixed to the minimum requirement
of the safety applications, the load on the channel can be reduced while at the same time
high-accuracy information of neighboring vehicles is still available.

Although power control has been a deeply studied subject in the mobile networks
field already (see related work in Section 6), vehicular environments present new chal-
lenges. As argued above, safety application designers may decide that the beacon’s
transmission power of a node depends on its state. Since these different power settings
should be respected also among neighboring nodes, we introduce the concept of fair
power control in VANETs: all vehicles in a certain area must restrict their beacons’
(potentially different) transmission power by the same ratio to satisfy MaxBeacon-
ingLoad. Basically, in a high dense cloud of vehicles, our proposal is to decrease the
transmission ranges of all nodes by the same ratio until there is no spatial area where
the load overcomes the pre-fixed maximum MBL. We present in the following section
a detailed and formal definition.

3 The FPAV Algorithm

3.1 The reference application scenario
We are considering a scenario in which a set of vehicles (also called cars, users, or
nodes, in the following) is moving along a road. Periodically, users send beacon mes-
sages to inform the nodes in their vicinity of their current position, direction, velocity,
etc. We assume that the beaconing frequency is the same for all the nodes in the net-
work. However, the power used to transmit beacons can be adjusted, so that the overall
network bandwidth used for beaconing can be kept under control.

In principle, a node will send its beacon at maximum power, as this in general guar-
antees that more nodes will receive the beacon, resulting in increased safety conditions.
On the other hand, the higher the power used to send beacons, the higher is the network
load generated by the beacon exchange activity.
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We recall that in the envisioned application scenario, the above described beacon-
ing activity is assigned with a limited portion of the available network bandwidth, the
remaining bandwidth being available for event-driven safety messages. Thus, the ‘node
optimal strategy’ of sending the beacon at maximum power in general conflicts with the
network-wide task of keeping the network load offered by beaconing below a certain
threshold. As a consequence of this, we need a strategy for setting the node transmit
power levels, such that the beaconing network load does not exceed the threshold, and
the beaconing transmit power levels are maximized.

3.2 The BMMTxP problem

Assume a set of nodes N = {u1, . . . , un} is moving along a road. To simplify the
problem statement, we assume that the road is modeled as a line3 of unit length, i.e.
R = [0, 1], and that nodes can be modeled as points in [0, 1]. Given a node u i ∈
N , x(i, t) denotes the position of ui in R at time t. To simplify the notation, in the
following we drop the argument t, focusing our attention on a snapshot of the system
at a certain time instant t. Mobility is later addressed in Section 5.

Each of the network nodes sends a beacon with a predefined beaconing frequency
F , using a certain transmit power p ∈ [0, Pmax], where Pmax is the maximum transmit
power. In order to simplify the presentation, we assume that all the nodes have the
same maximum transmit power level. We remark that this assumption is made only
to simplify the notation, and that the framework described in this paper can be applied
also when the nodes have different maximum transmit power levels.

Definition 1 (Power assignment) Given a set of nodes N = {u1, . . . , un}, a power
assignment PA is a function that assigns to every network node u i, with i = 1, . . . , n,
a ratio PA(i) ∈ [0, 1]. The power used by node ui to send the beacon is PA(i) ·Pmax .

Definition 2 (Interference Range) Given a power assignment PA and any node u i ∈
N , the interference range of ui under PA, denoted IR(i, PA) is defined as the inter-
section between the CS range of node ui at power PA(i) · Pmax and the deployment
region R.

The above definition of interference deserves some explanation. In general, as-
suming that the CS range can be modeled as a 1/0 situation (either a transmission at a
certain power interferes with a node, or it does not interfere at all) is a simplification
of what occurs in practice, where the wireless channel conditions (which have a strong
influence on the quality of the received signal) fluctuate over time. It is not difficult to
extend our definition of interference to account for variable channel conditions: essen-
tially, it is sufficient to associate a certain probability density function over [0,1] to each
pair (ui, PA(i)). However, in order to simplify the presentation of our framework, we
assume that the notion of interference range is deterministic.

Besides the 0/1 interference assumption described above our notion of interference
range is very general, as we do not assume that the CS range is regular – e.g. a segment
centered at x(i) –, nor that it is contiguous – due to the presence of obstacles, there
might exist ‘holes’ in the interference region. The only other assumption which is
needed for the correctness of the proposed framework is a monotonic property, namely

3Modeling the road as a line is a reasonable simplification in our case since we assume the communication
ranges of the nodes to be much larger than the width of the road.
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Figure 2: Network load based on interference: the maximum load is experienced in
those subregions of R = [0, 1] where the number of intersecting interference ranges is
maximal. In the example, we have BL(PA) = 3.

that the interference range of node u i at power (PA(i) + ε) · Pmax contains the inter-
ference range of node i at power PA(i) · Pmax, for every ε > 0. We remark that this
assumption is very reasonable in a realistic setting.

Given a power assignment PA, the network load generated by the beaconing activ-
ity under PA is defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Beaconing load under PA) Given a set of nodes N and a power as-
signment PA for the nodes in N , the beaconing network load under PA is defined
as

BL(PA) = max
x∈[0,1]

Interference(x, PA) ,

where Interference(x, PA) is the number of nodes which have point x in their CS
range under PA. Formally,

Interference(x, PA) = |{ui ∈ N : x ∈ IR(i, PA)}| .
An example clarifying our notion of network load based on interference is reported

in Figure 2. The intuition is the following: since the beaconing frequency is pre-
determined, the network load depends on the transmit power levels used for beaconing
– the higher these levels, the higher the network load 4. The maximum load is experi-
enced in those subregions of R where the number of intersecting interference ranges is
maximal.

We are now ready to define the beaconing with max-min transmit power problem
addressed in this paper:

Definition 4 (Beaconing Max-Min Tx power Problem (BMMTxP)) Given a set of
nodes N = {u1, . . . , un} in R = [0, 1], determine a power assignment PA such that
the minimum of the transmit powers used by nodes for beaconing is maximized, and
the network load remains below the beaconing threshold MBL. Formally,

⎧⎨
⎩

maxPA∈PA (minui∈N PA(i))
subject to

BL(PA) ≤ MBL
(1)

where PA is the set of all possible power assignments.

Informally speaking, we are interested in finding the power assignment such that
the minimal QoS guaranteed to the network nodes is maximized, i.e., is fair to all

4Here, we use the assumption of monotonic interference range.
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nodes, while not exceeding the portion of network bandwidth assigned to the beacon-
ing activity. Notice that in our problem formulation we are assuming that the portion
of bandwidth assigned for beaconing can be expressed in terms of the maximal over-
lapping between the nodes’ interference ranges. This assumption is reasonable under
our working hypothesis of fixed beaconing frequency.

Observe that in general there exist several power assignments that can be regarded
as optimal solutions to BMMTxP. For instance, assume a certain power assignment
PA is optimal for BMMTxP, and assume there exists a node u i ∈ N such that the
power assignment PA(i, ε) obtained from PA by increasing u i’s transmit power to
(PA(i) + ε) · Pmax, for some ε > 0, does not violate the condition on the network
load. It is immediate to see that also PA(i, ε) is an optimal solution to BMMTxP.

In general, we are interested in finding an optimal solution to BMMTxP which
is per-node maximal, i.e. a power assignment PAM such that increasing the transmit
power of any single network node results in exceeding the assigned network bandwidth.

Definition 5 (Per-node maximal power assignment) A power assignment PAM for
node set N = {u1, . . . , un} is per-node maximal if and only if:

i) it is an optimal solution to BMMTxP; and

ii) for each ui ∈ N , and for any ε > 0, we have that BL(PAM (i, ε)) > MBL.

Our interest in finding a per-node maximal power assignment is motivated by the
fact that, as long as the condition on the network load is not impaired and the minimum
of the nodes’ transmit power levels is maximized, the higher a node transmit power the
better the safety conditions of the vehicle.

3.3 An optimal algorithm for BMMTxP

In this section we present a centralized algorithm for solving BMMTxP and comput-
ing a per-node maximal power assignment. The algorithm, called FPAV (Fair Power
Adjustment for Vehicular environments), is composed of two stages: stage 1 computes
an optimal solution to BMMTxP, and stage 2 augments this solution into a per-node
maximal power assignment.

Stage 1 of FPAV, which is summarized in Figure 3, is very simple: every node
starts with the minimum transmit power, and all the nodes increase their transmit power
simultaneously of the same amount ε · Pmax as long as the condition on the beaconing
network load is satisfied.

The next theorem shows that this simple strategy results in producing an optimal
solution to BMMTxP. Technically, the power assignment computed by stage 1 of FPAV
is an ε · Pmax-approximation of the optimal solution to BMMTxP. Since the step size
ε is an arbitrarily small constant, the solution computed by BMMTxP can be regarded
as optimal for all practical purposes.

Theorem 1 Stage 1 of FPAV computes an ε ·Pmax-approximation of the optimal solu-
tion to BMMTxP for any constant ε > 0.

Proof: First, we observe that the power assignment PA computed by the stage
1 of FPAV, with a power level p = (kε) · Pmax, is the minimal assignment among all
the power assignments with minimum power level p, since in PA all the nodes have
the same power level p. Thus, if a power assignment PA ′ with minimum power level
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ALGORITHM FAN, STAGE 1:
INPUT: a set of nodes N = {u1, . . . , un} in [0, 1]
OUTPUT: a power assignment PA which is an (ε-approximation of an) optimal

solution to BMMTxP

∀ui ∈ N , set PA(i) = 0
repeat

∀ui ∈ N, PA(i) = PA(i) + ε
until BL(PA) > MBL
∀ui ∈ N , PA(i) = PA(i) − ε

Figure 3: Stage 1 of the FAN algorithm.

p does not violate the condition on the network load, then also PA does not violate
the condition on the network load because the nodes’ interference ranges under PA ′

are at least as large as under PA (this is true because of the assumption of monotonic
interference range).
Let p be the minimum of the node transmit powers in an optimal solution to BMMTxP,
and assume (kε) ·Pmax < p ≤ ((k +1)ε) ·Pmax for some k ≥ 0. The following cases
can occur:

(i) p = ((k + 1)ε) · Pmax. In this case, given the observation above it follows
immediately that the power assignment computed by FPAV-stage 1 is optimal;

(ii) (kε)·Pmax < p < ((k+1)ε)·Pmax. In this case, given the observation above and
the assumption of monotonic interference range we can conclude that the power
assignment PA computed by FPAV-stage 1 is a feasible solution to BMMTxP ,
which is at most ε · Pmax away from the optimal solution.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Observe that we had to introduce the constant ε in our algorithm to discretize the

process of increasing the nodes’ transmit power. The smaller ε, the more accurate the
solution computed by FPAV, the longer the running time of the algorithm. On the other
hand, in a practical setting we expect that nodes can set the transmit power only to a
limited number of different levels, and discretizing the transmit power increase process
is not an issue. It is immediate to see that, under the assumption that all the nodes use
the same power levels {p1, . . . , ph}, stage 1 of FPAV computes an optimal solution
to BMMTxP (subject to the constraint that the possible power levels for the nodes are
{p1, . . . , ph}).

Let use now consider stage 2 of FPAV, which is summarized in Figure 4. Also this
stage is very simple: given an optimal solution to BMMTxP (provided by stage 1 of
the algorithm), each node is considered in turn, and its transmit power is increased by
ε · Pmax as long as the condition on the beaconing network load is satisfied.

The next theorem shows that stage 2 of FPAV computes a per-node maximal (tech-
nically, an ε · Pmax-approximation to a per-node maximal) power assignment.

Theorem 2 Assume PA is an optimal solution to BMMTxP; then, stage 2 of FPAV
computes an ε ·Pmax-approximation to a per-node maximal power assignment for any
constant ε > 0.
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ALGORITHM FAN, STAGE 2:
INPUT: an optimal solution to BMMTxP, denoted PA
OUTPUT: a power assignment PA which is a (ε-approximation of a) per-node

maximal power assignment

for i = 1 to n
repeat

PA(i) = PA(i) + ε
until BL(PA) > MBL
PA(i) = PA(i) − ε

Figure 4: Stage 2 of the FAN algorithm.

Proof: The proof is along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1. Let PA be
an optimal solution to BMMTxP; this power assignment is augmented by FPAV-stage
2 considering each node ui in turn, which is assigned with a power level that is at
most ε · Pmax away from the maximal power level for node u i which does not violate
the condition on the network load. It follows that the power assignment computed by
FPAV-stage 2 at the end of this augmentation process is such that the power assigned
to each node is at most ε ·Pmax away from the per-node maximal transmit power level.
We can then conclude that FPAV-stage 2 computes an ε · Pmax-approximation to a
per-node maximal power assignment.

For reasons similar to the ones discussed above, the power assignment computed
by FPAV-stage 2 can be regarded as per-node maximal for all practical purposes.

4 Experiments

To illustrate the performance of FPAV and as a ‘proof of concept’ we have implemented
the algorithm in C and simulated it under different traffic situations.

Since many decisions regarding the technology to be used in VANETS are not yet
taken, we are forced to do additional assumptions or approximations. To define the
load that every node periodically intends to offer to the control channel we should fix
two parameters (the third parameter, transmit power, is managed by FPAV): packet
generation rate and packet size. We assume that broadcasting a few packets per second
is sufficient to maintain an accurate knowledge of position and state of all cars. On
top of that, the number of transmitted packets may be increased due to retransmissions
or to the use of mechanisms for improving transmission reliability. We take 10 pack-
ets per second as a reasonable rate for periodic messages. To come up with a packet
size value we consider that every packet will contain several parameters composing the
state of the sender. Also, the beacon could contain some aggregated and very valuable
information about the sender’s neighbors. If we finally consider some necessary secu-
rity fields it does not look too pessimistic to take 250 Bytes as the packet size. These
two parameters set the offered load of every node to 20Kbps inside their CS range. To
facilitate interpretation of the results we fix the same intended communication range
for all nodes, i.e., we assume that the radio coverage area is regular (no holes), and
that the maximum CR is 250m. Similarly, we assume that the interference range of a
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node has a regular shape (no holes). Also, a maximum load accepted for the control
channel should be defined. Taking into consideration all arguments from Section 2 we
set the maximum load for beaconing to 50% of the channel capacity. For the physical
layer we choose one of the lower 802.11a rates, 6Mbps, since this rate is more robust
against interferences, i.e., nodes will have a shorter CS minimizing the effect of hidden
terminals. Then, assuming a required SNR of 6dB and that idealistically the power
decreases with the square of the distance we will have a CS of 500m approximately
(at maximum transmit power). The final parameter we have to fix is the resolution of
PA’s increase in FPAV, i.e., the step size ε. We fix this parameter to 0.01, resulting in
a CS increase of 5 meters for each increase of PA.

On the other hand, we also have to specify a vehicular traffic scenario to run our
simulations. We choose a straight linear road with an average vehicle density of 20
vehicles per 100m modeling a congested traffic situation 5. We recall that even higher
vehicle densities can be easily found every day on real roads. Finally, we must consider
that in most situations both directions of the traffic will share the same communication
medium.

A summary of the configuration parameters of our simulations can be found in
Table 1.

Packet generation rate 10 pckts/s
Packet size 250B
Loadvehicle 20Kbps
Data Rate 6Mbps
Maximum beaconing load 3Mbps
Communication range 250m
Carrier Sense range 500m
Step size ε 0.01
Vehicle density 20vehicles/100m

Table 1: Configuration parameters

Let us now define the metrics used to evaluate FPAV performance:

• Offered Load: Load, accumulated from all nodes, offered to the control channel
[Mbps] in a specific point x on the road before applying FPAV. This metric shows
the resulting load offered to the channel if no power control is performed (i.e.,
all vehicles have PA(i) = 1).

• Adjusted Load: Load, accumulated from all nodes, offered to the control chan-
nel [Mbps] in a specific point x after all nodes have adjusted their transmit power
according to FPAV.

• MaxBeaconingLoad (MBL): Maximum load allowed for beaconing [Mbps].

• PA value: Value of PA(i) after FPAV execution, expressed as a function of the
node position x. Note that all vehicles placed on the same position x (if any) will
have the same value of PA due to the same configuration values.

5As in Section 3 we model the road as a line (1-D). Thus, our densities will be given in [vehicles/m]
instead of [vehicles/m2] adding up all vehicles circulating in the different lanes. For example, in a 4 lanes
road, to have 20 vehicles/100m results in 1 car every 25m in each lane.
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Figure 5: Traffic Cloud Densities. Vehicle densities at each point for both deterministic
and random scenarios.
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Figure 6: Deterministic Traffic Cloud. Load on the channel at every point of the deter-
ministic scenario before and after applying FPAV.

• Vehicle Density: Number of vehicles in a range of 1000m [vehicles/1000m]
centered in a specific point x. 1000m is selected to give an estimation of the
number of cars a node has inside its maximum CS (when PA = 1).

We present the results obtained from applying FPAV to two different traffic scenar-
ios. Both of them model the same piece of road (4km long) and have the same overall
car density. However, in the first one cars are placed in a deterministic, equally-spaced
fashion (Deterministic Vehicle Density Fig. 5). On the other hand, in the second sce-
nario, vehicles are placed somehow randomly (Random Vehicle Density Fig. 5). In
the following, we will refer them as deterministic or random scenario, respectively. In
order to facilitate presentation and comprehension of results, both scenarios model a
static situation.

The deterministic scenario models a cloud of cars in a straight road (starting at
x = 500m) where the first 0.5 kilometer (‘rear part’ of the cloud) is populated with 1
car every 20 meters and the following 2.5 kilometers with 1 car every 5 meters (‘front
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part’ of the cloud). To populate the second scenario we make use of a discrete uniform
random number generator. In particular, we place every 10m either 0 or 1 car along
the first 0.5 km, and a number of cars ranging between 0 and 4 along the following 2.5
kms. Notice that in the plot reported in Figure 5 we do not report the parameters’ values
if at a certain point x there are no cars. This explains the missing points, e.g., around
x = 800m in the random scenario curve due to the result of the random generator
being 0 in that point.

Figure 6 provides some insight into how FPAV works. The original Offered-Load,
which exceeds MBL, has been adjusted right below this threshold. The values of PA at
the end of FPAV’s execution look fairly distributed. However, we can appreciate how
few nodes are allowed to transmit with much higher power than their neighbors since
stage 2 of FPAV has not strict fairness constraints as stage 1. Let us now take a closer
look to Figure 6 to better understand FPAV’s behavior. First, we notice that curves
in Figure 6 represent the result from the car distribution plotted as Uniform Vehicle
Density (Fig. 5). Since we computed the Vehicle Density over a range of 1000m, the
Offered Load matches Figure 5 scaled up by a factor of 20Kbps/car (this also applies
for the random case). Now, we can observe how the channel load increases with the
car density in the rear side of the cloud (lower xs). At the same time, the increase of
the vehicle density causes the PA values to start decreasing (at x = 840m). At this
point too many vehicles intend to transmit inside this specific region, and the value of
PA decreases from 1 (where density is still 1car/20m) to 0.75 (where density starts
being 1car/5m). Then, the values of PA remain constant (074 or 0.75 except for the
few nodes commented above) up to the first car of the cloud (x = 3500m). The value
of PA as computed at the end of the first stage of FPAV in the denser region of the road
can be easily calculated as follows:

PA =
MaxBeaconingLoad

2 ∗ CSmax ∗ V ehicle Density ∗ Loadvehicle
− ε

Note that if we would not subtract ε from PA the resulting load would exceed
MaxBeaconingLoad since in our discrete scenario in a range of, e.g., 500m there are
101 cars and not 100. Thus:

PA =
3Mbps

2 ∗ 500m ∗ 1car/5m ∗ 20Kbps/car
− 0.01 = 0.74

The reason for PA = 0.75 in some regions of the road, i.e., between x = 2540m
and x = 3285m, and PA = 1 for few nodes between x = 1010m and x = 1660m
is that PA = 0.74 is not a per-node maximal solution. Therefore, some nodes can in-
crease their transmission power (in turn) without violating the condition on the network
load BL(PA) ≤ MBL.

Very interesting are also the results obtained from the random scenario (Fig. 7).
Observe how FPAV achieves a good channel utilization, i.e., the Adjusted Load stays
very close to the MBL whenever possible. Contrary to the previous scenario and due
to the random distribution of the nodes, cars in the front part of the cloud do not in
general have the same value of PA after executing FPAV, as we would expect from a
real traffic situation.
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Figure 7: Random Traffic Cloud. Load on the channel at every point of the random
scenario before and after applying FPAV.

5 Discussion

We have presented a power control approach that achieves fairness when adjusting the
channel load in VANET environments. In this section, we discuss the feasibility of our
approach and outline open issues we have to consider when specifying an implemen-
tation for real environments.

Determining the MaxBeaconingLoad threshold. The determination of the MaxBea-
coningLoad threshold depends on safety requirements of the applications that must be
fixed by application designers. We expect that, in order for the safety system to be re-
liable, safety applications should be updated with new information a) within a specific
time and b) with some minimum reliability. Hence, issues to consider when determin-
ing the MaxBeaconingLoad are the accuracy of the positioning devices, the reaction
time of the potential drivers, the efficiency of the breaking system, etc. Also, a very
important issue to address is how to balance the accuracy and amount of information.
The trade-off situations spans between using low transmission power for accurate state
information only from nearby nodes to using high transmission power to acquire less
accurate state information from more nodes including further ones.

Once safety related issues are addressed, communication challenges come into
play. Note that, as commented in Section 3, we assume a constant packet genera-
tion rate for all cars performing beaconing. Nevertheless, accurately estimating the
maximum load in the channel that guarantees a minimum performance level is not
straightforward in our environments. In fact, wireless medium access control protocols
have to deal with the hidden terminal problem, with non-deterministic channel charac-
teristics, and mobility. Therefore, a thorough study of this issue will be needed when
technology requirements will be defined.

Implementation issues. Our goal is to implement FPAV in a fully distributed, local-
ized and asynchronous fashion. Note that the current version of FPAV is centralized and
requires synchronization between nodes (especially Stage 1). In principle, we can think
about two approaches to solve this problem. The first one is a mere distributed imple-
mentation of FPAV, i.e., the same protocol is executed at each node, and nodes increase
their PA value synchronously until the MaxBeaconingLoad threshold is reached. Im-
plementing this approach would require a tight synchronization among the nodes and
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a ‘global knowledge’ of the channel load to determine whether the condition on the
maximum allowed load is satisfied in the entire network. We believe this approach is
not feasible in VANETs where the high degree of mobility renders the goals of ensur-
ing tight synchronization and of quickly assessing global information too ambitious (at
least with current technology).

The second approach is to let every node execute FPAV ‘internally’ (i.e., without
synchronization and network-wide check of maximum offered load), assuming nodes
have some knowledge about their environment. Observe that, if nodes would know the
exact position of the other nodes and the channel characteristics (e.g., their CS range),
they could run FPAV by themselves and compute the resulting PA values of all nodes
for that specific situation, and this set of values would be the same for all the nodes
(assuming all the nodes have the same knowledge). Clearly, the performance of this
approach depends on how accurate the knowledge about the state of other vehicles
is, and whether the nodes have complete knowledge of the environment (as it is as-
sumed above), or only a partial knowledge of the environment. In the latter case, the
computed solution (i.e., setting of the PA values) would probably be sub-optimal, but
the induced load needed to maintain environment information would be minimized.
A careful study of this approach, and of the tradeoff between computing an optimal
solution with global knowledge (but high overhead to maintain the environment in-
formation) and computing a suboptimal solution with only local knowledge is left to
future work.

Real channel characteristics. The unreliability of the wireless channel due to, e.g.,
fading, will affect the accuracy of the state information acquired from the other vehi-
cles on the road. In reality, the probability that a packet is successfully received does
not only depend on collisions but also on the SINR (Signal to Interference and Noise
Ratio). In absence of collisions, the higher the received power the lower the BER (Bit
Error Rate), see for example the curves that Yin et al. provide in [9]. The trade-off
between lower BER and higher interferences must be taken into account when design-
ing any wireless system, specially in VANET’s environments, i.e., in highly populated
broadcast scenarios.

6 Related Work

Channel capacity and power control are broadly studied concepts in ad hoc networks.
We can find studies since the early years, Kleinrock and Tobagi [10] analyze the
throughput of CSMA transmission protocols already in 1975. Since then a large num-
ber of studies tried to optimize the channel throughput or capacity adjusting the trans-
mission power. Up to now, though, no study addressed our specific situation. The
particularity of having safety as main goal brings to VANETs new constraints not con-
sidered before. Most of the studies address unicast environments and try to improve
the spatial reuse minimizing the interference or energy consumption. These studies
find the path to the destination that minimizes energy consumption and/or maximizes
the overall throughput. In the category of ‘energy concerned protocols’ would fit most
of the topology control proposals such as [11], [12] and [13] that propose adaptive
algorithms that make use of only local information to adjust their power or [14] that
considers non-uniform transmission ranges. A slightly different approach is given in
[15], [16] and [17] where the authors agree that the minimum transmission power does
not always maximize throughput and then propose an adaptive algorithm as a func-
tion of the traffic load. Although we can find related issues and methodologies in all
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these works we have to remember that energy efficiency is not an issue in VANETs
where nodes have unlimited power supply. In addition, another common goal of these
approaches is to keep the network connected for unicast flows, which is a totally differ-
ent approach than the one we are considering. For FPAV the goal is to make sure that
nodes close to the sender will receive its messages with high probability while ensuring
fairness in the overall system.

Maybe the most related piece of work to our study is performed by Li et al. in
two steps [18] and [19]. The authors propose, first, an analytical model able to find a
transmission power that maximizes 1-hop broadcast coverage and, second, an adaptive
algorithm that converges to the beforehand fixed transmission power. Although they
focus on a pure broadcast environment their assumptions make their approach infea-
sible for VANETs: a) all nodes are static and b) all nodes use the same transmission
power.

Last, early this year appeared a study [20] where the effect of power control is
identified in many wireless parameters. Although they had also in mind the before
mentioned classical wireless networks goals, i.e., energy consumption, connectivity
and throughput, their explanations can help understand some of the situations consid-
ered in former sections.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we studied a problem that VANETs will face when achieving high pene-
tration rates in dense roads, i.e., the limited channel capacity to support the exchange of
safety-related information. In these scenarios we consider that all nodes can send two
types of safety related messages: a) periodic messages to make the other cars aware
about their state and b) emergency messages triggered by the detection of a non-safe
situation. In order to ensure that both types of messages can be handled efficiently with
the existent resources we propose to limit the wireless channel load resulting from the
periodic messages. Moreover, we require a strict fairness among the vehicles because
of the safety nature of VANET applications.

With the constraints commented above, and assuming a constant packet generation
rate, we formally defined the challenge in terms of a max-min optimization problem
and extend it to obtain per-node maximality. Additionally, we proposed FPAV, a cen-
tralized power control algorithm that provides an optimal solution to the defined prob-
lem in two stages. In stage 1 FPAV maximizes the minimum transmission range for all
nodes in a synchronized approach. In stage 2 FPAV achieves a maximum transmission
range for all nodes individually while satisfying the condition of keeping the channel
load under a certain limit. We proved the validity of FPAV formally and visualize its
performance with simulations under idealized conditions. Finally we discussed all is-
sues that will have to be dealt with when bringing the algorithm into a real scenario:
a) finding the proper maximum load threshold that ensures a good performance of the
safety protocols, b) optimizing the performance of the algorithm with only local infor-
mation and c) fighting against the adverse and uncertain wireless channel conditions.
In our future work we will perform a detailed study of these issues. Our goal is to come
up with a fully distributed, localized and asynchronous implementation of the protocol
and to validate its performance comparing it with the optimum computed by FPAV as
defined in this paper.
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